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CHUYÊN ĐỀ 2: TENSES – VERB FORMS 
Answer keys - Exercise 1 
1. Do you think...  
2. is             
3. give    
4. doesn’t like   
5. cooking  

6. listening            
7. will enjoy   
8. will go   
9. will be   
10. won’t continue 

Answer keys - Exercise 2 
1. got    
2. helps   
3. eat     
4. will have   
5. helps 

6. wear   
7. will feel   
8. to be   
9. feels    
10. smiles 

Answer keys - Exercise 3 
1. Have you ever done...  
2. did            
3. have collected  
4. has made   
5. have carved 

6. helped        
7. went  
8. has done   
9. has never eaten  
10. have known 

Answer keys - Exercise 4 
1. coming, standing, waiting   
2. was decorated  
3. walking, keeping              
4. was given   
5. was 

 

Answer keys - Exercise 5 
1. am not/ don’t want  
2. is having  
3.Are/ is    
4. Does... like 

5. is cooking/ cooking  
6. to have  
7. Have ... written/ wrote  
8. will fly 

Answer keys - Exercise 6 
1. going / to go  
2. lying - reading  
3. likes - being  
4. collecting 
5. watching (/ to watch) - will go  

6. doing  
7. Plays 
8. have collected  
9. will travel  
10. will make 

Answer keys - Exercise 7 
1. rises  
2. does not rain  
3. moves  
4. is  
5. playing 

6. enjoys – plays  
7. are not  
8. has – wears  
9. do not have  
10. visits 

Answer keys - Exercise 8 
1. Have you ever met – sat   
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2. did you start - have recently completed – 
asked 
3. saw - have already seen  
4. has worked – started 
Answer keys - Exercise 9 

1. was having  

2. has travelled  

3. haven’t begun 

4. is running  

5. invited- didn’t come  

6. is cleaning 

7. began  

8. has made  

9. is cooking 

10. going  

11. haven’t seen- left      

l2. is playing  

13. left  

14. has been 

Answer keys – Exercise 10 

1. am carving  

2. helped  

3. went 

4. has done  

5. has never eaten 

6. have known 

7. Have you ever done/ did 

8. have collected  

9. has made 

Answer keys - Exercise 11 

1. has been used  

2. was discovered 

3. has been widened  

4. was finished 

5. is situated 

6. was built 

7. visited  

8. was completed 

9. was formed  

10. was opened 

 
 


